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We consider a mathematical model for the evolution of a single reactant and of 
the temperature in an isothermal catalyst. The temperature is assumed to be 
spatially homogeneous and the absorption term is supposed to be nonlipschitzian. 
Existence and uniqueness of a regular solution is proved together with some 
bounds. The steady-state problem is also investigated and information about the 
“dead-core” of the reactant are given. 0 1992 Academic press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a model for the evolution of a single reactant 
u and of the temperature u in an isothermal catalyst. We assume that the 
temperature is spatially homogeneous. The equations of the model are 
au/at = h - dgcu) j-cu) in Qx (0, 03) 
~1 aulav = i - u on aax (0, CO) 
dI/dt=k(l -o)+@g(v) j/4)dx in (0, co) 
u(x, 0) = 240(.x) 2 0 in Q 
u( 0) = ug 2 0. 
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(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
(l.lc) 
(l.ld) 
(l.le) 
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Here, .f(u)=zP if u>O and ,f(u)=O if u ~0; g(tl)=exp(y(l - l/cl)) if 
u>O and g(u)=0 if vd0. 
The parameters k, 9, c(, y, p are positive while 3, can be positive 
(exothermic reaction), negative (endothermic reaction), or zero (isothermic 
reaction). 
This model was first proposed by Aris [2] as a first approximation of 
the nonisothermal model in which the temperature is spatially distributed. 
The model (1.1) is also investigated in Vega [9], where f(u) g(u) is 
replaced by a C ’ function F(u, u) and sufficient conditions for the global 
asymptotic stability of the steady state are given. 
When p > 1, the solution u(x, t) is strictly positive at any positive time t. 
If 0 < p < 1, as often happens in practice, then - q5g(u) ,f(u) is called a 
strong absorption term and u(x, t) can be zero in a nonempty set D(t). The 
region D(t) is called the dead-core at time t. In D(t) no reaction takes place 
and therefore it would be useful to avoid the existence of these regions. 
The problem of the dead-core for a single parabolic equation with strong 
absorption has been studied in recent years by a number of authors. For 
a review of the subject see Stakgold [S]. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate qualitative properties of the 
system (1.1) using comparison techniques, to give sufficient conditions on 
the parameters for the existence and the nonexistence of the dead-core and 
to study some of its properties. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 we give the definition of lower and upper solutions for ( 1.1) 
and then we prove an existence and uniqueness result constructing a 
nonlinear iterative scheme similar to the one proposed by Diaz and 
Stakgold [4]. 
In Section 3 we study the steady-state problem. We give a uniqueness 
result for the endothermic case and a sufficient condition on y for the 
uniqueness in the exothermic case. Then we analyze the stationary dead- 
core. 
In Section 4 the time-dependent problem is analyzed. Bounds for the 
solution of ( 1.1) and some results about its asymptotic behavior are given. 
Moreover the dead-core D(t) is studied. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
Let (9, ,v), (ii, fi) be two pairs of “smooth” functions (that is ,u, 17 are in 
C2*‘(sZ x (0, T)) n C’,‘(Q x [0, T]) an d ,v, v” are in C’((0, T)) n C”( [O, T]), 
where T is any positive number. We say that (a ,o), (ii, 6) are pairs of lower 
and upper solutions (1.u.s.) if 
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(I) For II-CO: 
11, - LIZ2 + dg(,v) f(C) > 0 in Q x (0, T) (2.la) 
~~-k(l-v^)-~~g(a)Sn~(~)dx~O in (0, T) (2.lb) 
,Ur - 4 + 4kdfj) f(,u) G 0 in Q x (0, T) (2.lc) 
,ot-Wl -t.b%(~)jQf(W~O in (0, T) (2.ld) 
n+c&--120 on f3Q x (0, T) (2.le) 
_u+co4”-1d0 on &2 x (0, T) (2.lf) 
24(x, 0) duo(x) G 6(x, 0) in D (2.k) 
g(O) < 00 < o”(0) (2.lh) 
zJ<ii in 0 x (0, T) _Ddii in (0, T) (2.li) 
(II) For A>0 (2.lb) and (2.ld) are replaced by 
6,-k(1 -B)-~~g(B)3,s(C)dx~O in (0, T) (2.lb’) 
,v,-41 -_v)-E.~g(v)sl,f(u)d~x~O in (0, T) (2.ld’) 
while the other inequalities remain the same. 
Let us consider the following iterative scheme. Given the pairs of 
“smooth” functions (_u,- i, _u,_ i), (U,- ,, 6,-i), we define (_u,, _v,), (U,, 6,) 
as the solution of the following system: 
(I) If A<O: 
%,t -aI +4d_v,-,)f(cJ =o in Q x (0, T) (2.2a) 
c?, f -41 -~~)-~mg(e.,Snf(u,-,)dx=O in (0, T) (2.2b) 
u - n,r -&7+4g(L,).0!!,)=0 in Q x (0, T) (2.2c) 
U,+CtU”,.- l=o=_u,+cr_u,“-l on c%? x (0, T) (2.2e) 
L&(x, 0) = uo(x) = ax, 0) in Q (2.2f) 
g,(O) = 00 = U,(O) ww 
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(II) If 1>0, (2.2b) and (2.2d) are replaced by 
fin., -k(l -V,)-df+4g(l:~)!nf(tl, ,)dx=O in (0, T) (2.2b’) 
UP!., -Ml -P,,)-@%(1;,,)[ .f(u,, ,)d-x=O in (0, T). (2.2d’) R 
This iteration scheme has the effect of decoupling the equations. 
If USE C’(Q) then (2.2) has a unique smooth solution (u,,. g,,), (U,,, F,,) 
(see Amann [ 1 I). 
We now prove the following 
THEOREM 2.1 (Existence and Comparison). Let u0 E C2(Q) and (,u, c) 
(ii, 6) pairs ?f 1.u.s. The sequences (u,, _v,),,,~, (U,,, zj,,),,. ,v ohtained,from the 
previous scheme starting from (_uI, _u, ) = (u, v), (U, , 0, ) = (ii, 17) converge 
monotonically to a regular solution (u, v) ?f (1 .I) such that 
LjdU<ii in Qx [0, cc) _o<rdC in [0, ‘z~ ). 
Proof: Let i < 0 and T > 0. Since 
bO=1S,,,-du,+~g(_v)f(l72) in Q x (0, 7) 
fi, - k( 1 - a) - @g(G) !*,, f(g) dx 
> 0 = 6,. , - 41 - &I - hk(h) / .f(g) d-x in (0, T) 
s-2 
!I - 4 + 4‘do’) .f(u) 
<o=g,,, - Au2 + Mv”) f (_uz) in Q x (0, T) 
GO=&- k(l -_uz)-@g(_vz) l f(4dsx in (0, T) 
R 
ii + al?,. - 1 >, 0 = ii2 + cru,,,, - 1 
~+a~y- 1 dO=g,+ag,,,-1 
td(x, 0) < g,(x, 0) = l.&)(x) = i&(x, 0) d ii(x, 0) 
F(O) G&(O) = ug = i&(O) < u’(0) 
on 3Q x (0, T) 
on 32 x (0, T) 
in 52 
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then by comparison theorems for scalar equations we have 
g(x, 2) G LAX, t), U,(x, t) < 4% t) in 52 x (0, T) 
g(t) d _UZ(f), 62(t) 6 v”(t) in (0, T) 
g(_u) < g( 6) implies 
= u,,, - &I + &(v”) f(d in 0 x (0, T) 
and then 
Moreover 
and so 
L42 f u2 in D x (0, T). 
- v2.t - WI - 62) - @g(G) s, f(u”) dx 
zz&,-k(l-L.I)-i-)g(Uz)jG.f(z@=O 
-u2 G 02 in (0, T). 
An induction argument shows that for any positive integer n 
E(nk 1) G u, + lb, t) G k+ ,(x3 t) d k(x, f) in 52 x (0, T) 
P,(l) G-u, + I(f) d 6, + I(f) G Cn(,(t) in (0, r). 
Using the same argument of Sattinger [7 J, we can prove that the 
monotone sequences (_u,, _v,), (tin, 6,) converge to regular solutions (Q, _v) 
(U, if) of (1.1). 
If ,I >O we obtain the same result using the appropriately modified 
iterative scheme. 1 
THEDREM 2.2 (Uniqueness). With the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
problem (1.1) has a unique regular solution which depends continuously on 
the initial data. 
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Proof. Let (u, u) and (u*, u*) be two solutions of (1.1) with initial data 
(ua, c’~), (u*, v*) respectively. It then follows that 
Multiplying both terms by 12) sign(u - u*) and integrating over !2 x (0, t) 
we obtain 
Moreover 
+MgW-g(u*))J .f(u*)d-u. 
n 
Multiplying both terms by sign(u - u*) and integrating over (0, t) we 
obtain 
IL!-uu*l (t)-IUo-uo*( +q; Iu--v*1 ds 
=i)j’g(u)sign(v--o*)([ (f(u)-f(u*JJdx)d.~ 
+$Ig(u)-du*)l (j”~fb*W)d~ 
0 
d I4 d 1’ g(u) (j” 0 a If(u) -.f(u*)l dx) ds 
+4$ Ig(u)-g(u*)l (jJb*,,>d~. 
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Summing the formulas for u and u we have 
- 14 il, lu&)-47x)1 dx- luo-~$1 
+ 14 4 It g(v) ([ 
0 R If(u)-f(u*)l dx) ds 
< 14 4 jr Ig(u) -&~*)I 
0 
(1 n Au*) dx) ds 
+ I4 4 j”’ g(u) (, If(u) -f(u*)l dx) ds 
+@ jfI,.,-,;~*,l (/J-@*W+ 
0 
and then 
121 j lu(x, I) - u*(x, t)l dx + Iv - u*I (t) 
R 
uo-u$I dx+ Ivo-u,fI 
+(~+li.l,m~‘ln(u,n(u*,l(~~r(~*,dx)d~ 
0 
<(,I+ lil)Mj’ Iv--*I ds, 
0 
where A4 is proportional to the Lipschitz constant of g. Setting 
h(t)= 111 I, lu(x, t)-u*(x, t)l dx+ Iv-u*l (t) 
the previous inequality becomes h(t) <h(O) + (A + IAj)MJk h(s) ds. Then, 
by Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain h(t)<h(O)exp[(A+ IAl)Mt] and the 
theorem is proved. Note that if 1~0 we have the stronger result 
h(t) <h(O). I 
If the initial data is less regular, for instance u. E L”(Q), then Theorem 
2.1 and 2.2 still hold for weak solutions. 
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3. THE STEADY-STATE PROBLEM 
In this section we analyze the stationary system 
Au - h?(u) f(u) = 0 in 52 
a au/av = 1 - 24 on ?Q (3.1) 
k(l-o)+@g(u)~ f(u)dx=O. 
R 
We can give the definition of pairs of 1.u.s. for (3.1) in the same way as 
in (1.1) dropping the time-dependent terms. So we can prove an existence 
and comparison theorem in the same way. 
Define 6* = #g(u). Then the system (3.1) can be seen as the elliptic 
equation 
Au - h2f(u) = 0 in 52, cl &4/dv = 1 - u on (752, (3.2) 
where the parameter 6* solves the equation 
i J+4) dx=w(S’) (3.3) 
and o(S*) = W/~)CW~‘MM~‘(~ - ln(62/4)))1 in CO, exp(yM). 
If 6* is fixed, then existence and uniqueness of a regular nonnegative 
solution of (3.2) is well known (see Friedmann and Phillips [S] and 
Graham-Eagle and Stakgold [ 61). 
Now it remains to know how many solutions Eq. (3.2) has. 
THEOREM 3.1. If i > 0 and 0 d y < 4, then the solution qf (3.1) is unique. 
Proof It is known (see Friedmann and Phillips [S]) that the solution 
u(x; 6’) of (3.2) is a nonincreasing function of 6*. Since w is an increasing 
function of 6*, then Eq. (3.3) has a unique solution in (4, 4 exp(y)) and the 
desired result follows. m 
If 1, > 0 and y > 4 then o is not monotone and so (3.3) can have more 
than one solution; that is, we can have multiple steady states. Different and 
quite involved sufficient conditions for the uniqueness and the global 
stability of the steady state of the exothermic problem are given in Vega 
[9] for the case p > 1. 
If A < 0, then o is a decreasing function of 6* and so we can say nothing 
about the number of solutions of (3.3). In this case we use a different 
approach to prove the uniqueness for (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf I < 0, then (3.1) has a unique solution. 
40Y.l63'1-7 
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Proof We prove the uniqueness by contradiction. Assume there exist 
two solutions (u, v) and (u*, u*). If u= u* then u and U* solve the same 
elliptic equation and so u = u*. Suppose zi < u*. Then g(u) < g(u*) and so 
U* < u in Q. This implies that U, < u,* on %2 and so (k/i)(u - 1) = 
$4g(u)J,f(u)dx = J,dudx = Ja&dfJ < J&4;da = (k/J*)(u*-l). It 
follows that u* 60 contradicting our assumption. The case u* <u is 
similar. [ 
In the rest of this paper we assume that the problem (3.1) has only one 
solution. 
We have the following 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (u, u) the solution of (3.1) and u* the unique positive 
solution of the equation k(u* - 1) = Ad 1521 g(u*) if A < 0 and the largest one 
if ,I > 0. IQ 1 is the measure of Q. 
(I) Zj-1~0 then O<u<l in Q andO<u*<uvl. 
(II) Zj”A>O then O<u<l in 0 and 1 <u<u*. 
Proof: If A < 0, (0, a*), (1, 1) are pairs of 1.u.s. If A > 0, (0, l), (1, u*) are 
pairs of 1.u.s. 1 
In the rest of this paper we assume that 0 <p < 1. 
In what follows n 2 2 is an integer, Q c R” is a convex domain with an 
interior ball property and for each s E %2, a(s) is the radius of the largest 
interior tangent ball at s. Let us define 
Q = sfk a(s). 
Graham-Eagle and Stakgold [6] prove the following result about the 
distance of the dead-core from the boundary. 
LEMMA 3.4. 
(i) If62ak,/a2 then S(H~~‘/(‘+P)~~~(‘~P)‘(‘+P))~D (3.4) 
(ii) Ifs’ 2 k2/u2 then D c S(h Fzcl +P)c~-(‘-J’)/(~ +p)), (3.5) 
where S(r) = {x E Q/d(x, 80) 2 r}, D = (x E Q/u(x) = 0}, a is the solution of 
(3.21, 
k, = CWl -P)IP/(~ -P)+n-21, 
k,= [(p+ 1)/2][1/(2’P+“‘2- l)], 
h = [2/(1 -p)][(p+ 1)/2]“(‘+p) [l/2]“-““’ 
H = [2/( 1 -P)]~~“’ +p) [2/( 1 -p) + n - 21. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let A ~0. Given O<q5, cc+&, let (u,, vi) i= 1, 2 he thr 
corresponding solutions of (3.1). Then u2 6 u, in Q, v2 6 t’, , and 
4, g(v,)<42g(vd. 
Proqf: If v, = v2, then 4, g(v,)<&g(v,) and by comparison ur 3 U? 
and the lemma is true. Let us assume o, # v?. If 21, < u2 then 
bIdv,)<d2g(v2) and u2ful in 0. From the boundary conditions 
we have then 0 d&,/c?v <&Jc?v on SQ. This implies that 
v, = 1 + (El/k) j?s2 au,/av > 1 + (%/k) Isa &/dv = LI*, that is v2 G V, which 
contradicts our assumption. Then it must be v2 < c, . If c$, g(c, ) > 42 g( v, ) 
then U, < u2 and au,/& 3 au,/av. But this implies c, < vZ contradicting our 
previous result. Hence the lemma is proved. m 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.5 we have that, when E, < 0, the function 
h2(#) is increasing and then it has a limit as 4 tends to infinity. Let us 
denote this limit by L. It is easy to show that c.* defined in Lemma 3.3 
tends to zero as 4 tends to infinity. Then lim, _ % dg(v*) = 
lim m _ ,(k/lnj IQI)( 1 -v*) = k/11.\ (Q2/ and, since v 3 t’*, it follows that 
L b k/IA1 IQI. (3.6) 
LEMMA 3.6. Let w be the solution qf the problem 
Aw = d2U.” in Q 
C(M’,=l--M on ?Q. 
[f d2 b k,J_a then 
H><E(ad)-2i(l+f) in Q, 
where k,=[2/(1-p)][(2/(1-p))+n-21 and E=k~!“‘fl)[(1-p)/2]2’(1+“). 
Proof: See Graham-Eagle and Stakgold [6]. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. Let k, and E be as in the previous lemma. Let 2. -c 0 and 
T= 1 - (ak/\lj S,), where So is the measure qf a&?. Let us assume that 
T> 0. Then 
L d F, (3.7) 
where F=max((k,/a2), C) and C= (E/T)‘+P/a2. 
Proof. We know that a2 is an increasing function of 4. If d2 < k,/g’ 
for every 4 then (3.7) is true. If not, a value 4 exists such that a2 >/k ,/a’ 
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for 4 > 4. Let 4 > $ and 4 2 C. Now we construct a pair of I.u.s. for (3.1) 
setting ,u = 0, ii = 1, 0” = l/[ 1 + ln(#C)/y] and g the solution of the problem 
4 = Cfk) in Q 
c%,=l-u on X2. 
It is easy to verify that dg(E) = C. Then -4+&(u”)f(u)= 
--A$+ Cf(_u)=O. Now we prove that 
-k(l -a)-n~g(s)3,f(U)dx~O. 
In fact, by Green’s formula and Lemma 3.6 we have 
-41 - 6) -&Mu”) Q./(P) dx 
> -k-I.cjQj-(zi)dx= -k-AjdpU,mds 
= -k-(qa)J8n(l-zi)ds= -k-(qa)(s,-j”Duds) 
2 -k- (A/a) S&l -E/(c~~C)“(‘+~))= -k-(2/a) &(I -T) 
= - k + (A/a) S,(ak/AS,) = 0. 
It is trivial to verify the other inequalities which occur in the definition of 
1.u.s. Then, if 4 2 C we have u d v” and so d2 Q 4g(iY) = C. If 4 < C then the 
same is true because u < 1. 1 
If A> 0 then u 2 1 and hence lim,, m S2(d) = lim,, m dg(u) = cc. Then a 
value d1 exists such that S* 2 max(k,/a*, k2/a2) for any 4 3 b1 and formulas 
(3.4), (3.5) hold for the dead-core D of the system (3.1). 
If 1< 0 then the situation can be quite different. From (3.6) we have 
that if k/l21 IQ1 >max(k,/a2, k2/a2) then a value & exists such that 
d2 2 max(k,/g2, k2/a2) for any 4 2 & and again formulas (3.4), (3.5) hold. 
On the other hand if the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 hold and F is small 
enough so that S(hF-” +p)a-(l --p)‘(l +p)) is empty then D is empty because 
of (3.5). In this case the solution u of (3.1) is strictly positive in the whole 
domain 52 and no dead-core occurs. 
If 52 is a one-dimensional slab or a ball we could give some further infor- 
mation about the dead-core. Unfortunately this information cannot be used 
to obtain estimates on the dead-core in the case of general domains. This 
happens because a comparison theorem between domains is not available 
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in our case; that is, if 52r c $2, nothing can be said about the relation 
between the corresponding solutions U, and u2. 
4. THE TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEM 
In this section we denote by (u, u) the solution of the problem ( 1.1). First 
of all we give bounds for (u, u). 
THEOREM 4.1. Define p = max( 1, /IuOj( ), w ew h I/ /( is the uniform norm. 
H = max(O, 1 + @ IsZ( exp(y)f(p)/k). Then 
OdU<p inQx[O,rc,) 
and 
0(1 -exp( -kt)) 
<u(t)<l-(l-u,)exp(-kt) in [0, xb ) if 1. < 0 
1 - (1 - vg) exp( -kt) 
du(t)du,exp(-kt)+8(1 -exp(-kt)) in [0, cc ) tf i. > 0. 
Proof. If ,I < 0 then (0, 0(1 - exp( -kt))), (p, 1 - (1 -c’,,) exp( -kt)) 
are pairs of 1.u.s. If E,>O then (0, 1 - (1 - uO) exp( -kt)). 
(p, u0 exp( -kt) + (!I( 1 - exp( -kt))) are pairs of 1.u.s. 1 
Let us note that Theorem 4.1 implies that (u, u) is nonnegative. 
Now we compare (u, u) with the solutions of some steady-state problems. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p be as in Theorem 4.1. 
(I) Let A<0 and (uxr v r ) the solution of the steady-state problem 
du’,-~g(u,).f(u,,)=O in Q, 2 su J?v= 1 -u, on X2 
W-~,)+%+.,)j” f(u,)dx=O 
(4.1) 
R 
(i) Zf u,,d U, in Q and u ,duOdl then Odu(x, t)<u,(x) in 
QX[O,co),u,du(t)Bl in [O,oo). 
(ii) If u,<uO in Q and u,,<u, then u,(x)<u(.x, t)dp in 
SJX CO, Go), 06u(t)du, in [0, ~0). 
(II) Let i > 0 and 
uI = max(u,, 1 + @ IQ1 exp(?/)/k) 
v2 = mWb 1 + @ IQI ew(y)f(p)lk). 
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Let u, and u2 be the solutions respectively of the ,following problems 
in s-2 CLU,,” = 1- 24, on an (4.2) 
Au2 = 4 exp(y) f(4) inQ c~u~~~=l-u~ on as2 (4.3) 
0) If uodul in Sz and 1 <v,<v,, then 0 6 u(x, t) < uI(x) in 
SZX [0, co), 1 <v(t)<v, in [0, 00). 
(ii) If u2 < u0 in D and u0<u2, then uz(x)du(x, t)<p in 
SZX [0, co), O<v(t)<vo, in [0, 03). 
Proof The existence and uniqueness of the solution of (4.1) follows 
from Theorem 3.2 while for (4.2), (4.3) it is well known. If A < 0, u0 < U, 
in Q and v, <v,< 1, then it is easy to show that (0, v,) (u,, 1) are pairs 
of 1.u.s. for (1.1). If 1~0, u,<uO in s2 and uO<v, then (um,O), (p,v,) 
arepairsofl.u.s.for(l.l).IfA>O,u,du,inQand 16v,dv,,then(O,l), 
(u,, v,) are pairs of 1.~. for (1.1). If A>O, u,<u, in Q and v,<vv,, then 
(u,, 0), (p, v2) are pairs of 1.u.s. for (1.1). 1 
Let us indicate by D(t), D,, D,, D, the dead-cores of the problems 
(l.l), (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), respectively. Of course D, 1 D, but other inclusions 
are less obvious. From the previous lemma it follows that: 
- If~<Oandu,6u,ina,v,~v,~l thenD(t)xD,; 
- if A<0 and u,<uO in 52, v,,<v, then D(t)cD,; 
- if A>0 and u,bu, in f2 and 1 <vOdu,, then D(t)IDD,; 
- if A>0 and u,<u, in Sz and v,<v,, then D(t)cD,. 
In the next two lemmas we compare the solution of (1.1) with the initial 
data. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I < 0. 
(i) Zf uO(x)< 1 and 
-k(l-vo)-~~g(v,)S,f(Uo)dx~O 
--duo + Mvo) .f(uo) G 0 in Q, uo+cruo,,- 1 GO on asz 
then 
u&) < u(x, t) G 1, 0 d v(t) < vo Q(x, t)eSZ x (0, CQ). 
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(ii) If v,<l and 
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-duo + &(vo) f(uo) 2 0 in R, ug + ml”,,. - 1 3 0 on 82 
then 
0 d 4-T 1) 6 u,(x), u,<u(t)< 1 V(x, t) E sz x (0, m). 
Pro@: (i) (u”, 0), (1, II()) are pairs of 1.u.s.; (ii) (0, v,,), (u,, 1) are pairs 
of 1.u.s. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 2 > 0. 
(i) [f 1 du,, uO(x) < 1 and 
-41 -uo)-hWo) WI 20 
-duo + cbg(uo) f(uo) d 0 in Q, u”+cYu(,,,.- I GO on c?LJ 
then 
U”(X) 6 u(x, t) < 1, 1 <u(t)fu, v(x,t)Enx(o, Xl). 
(ii) Zfu,< 1 and 
-k(l -A)-i.~g(A)!Of(uo)dx~O 
-duo + f?k(uo) f(uo) 2 0 in Q, u,+w,,,.- 130 on iif 
then 
0 < 4% t) 6 u,(x), uo < u(t) < A V(x, t) E Q x (0, cc ). 
Proof. (i) (uO, I), (1, uo) are pairs of 1.u.s.; (ii) (0, u,), (u,, A) are pairs 
of 1.u.s. Note that such a constant A > 1 exists because (x - 1 )/g(x) tends 
to infinity as x tends to infinity. b 
In the next theorem we give information about the asymptotic behavior 
of (u, u) for the endothermic case. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 1~ 0. 
(i) Z’ the assumptions (i) of Lemma (4.3) hold, then u(x, .) is non- 
decreasing and u is nonincreasing. Moreover (u, v) converge to the solution qf’ 
the steady-state problem as t -+ co. 
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(ii) If the assumptions (ii) of Lemma (4.3) hold, the?1 u(x, .) is non- 
increasing and v is nondecreasing. Moreover (u, v) converge to the solution of 
the steady-state problem as t -+ co. 
Proof Let t>,O, h>O, and define u*(x, t)=u(x, t+h), v*(t)=v(t+h). 
(i) (zQ,, v*), (u*, vO) are pairs of 1.u.s. In fact all the inequalities 
required from the definition of 1.u.s. are satisfied. In particular the 
inequalities on the initial and boundary data are true because of Lemma 
4.3. The latter part of the theorem is a straightforward application of the 
techniques of Sattinger [7]. 
(ii) (24*, vO), (uO, v*) are pairs of 1.u.s. because of Lemma 4.3. The rest 
of the theorem follows as in case (i). 1 
If A> 0 then Lemma 4.4 cannot be used to obtain asymptotic informa- 
tion about the solution of (1.1) and therefore we cannot exclude oscilla- 
tions. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 1~ 0 and h > 0. 
(i) If the assumptions of Lemma 4.3(i) hold then we have 
u(x, t) < u(x, t + h) D(t + h) c D(t) 
d(aD(t), D(t + h)) > 0 
for any t>O and xEO\D(t). 
(ii) If the assumptions of Lemma 4.3(ii) hold then we have 
u(x, t) > u(x, t + h) D(t+h)xD(t) 
d(aD(t+h), D(t))>0 
for any t>O andxE&?\D(t+h). 
In both cases we have also that the dead-core of the steady-state problem 
cannot be reached in finite time. 
ProoJ This theorem can be proved following in a straightforward way 
the proof of Lemma 2.3 in Bandle and Stakgold [3]. m 
Let (u*, v*) be the solution of the ordinary differential system 
du*/dt = - 4g(v*) f(u*) 
dv*/dt=k(l-v*)+@ IQ/ g(v*)f(u*) 
u*(o) = 24; > 0 v*(o) = Ilo* > 0. 
(4.4) 
The following lemma holds 
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LEMMA 4.7. 
i‘ 
a 
g(u*(s)) ds = + a. (4.5) 
0 
Proof. Let i. < 0. If a time T exists such that u*(t) is a constant for any 
t 2 T then we must have U* =0 and a* = 1 for r 3 T and (4.5) follows. 
Otherwise a time T, exists such that u is increasing or decreasing at T,. If 
u* is increasing at T, then it must be increasing at any t > T, . If not, a time 
T, > TI exists such that v* has a relative maximum at T2. This implies 
that, in a right neighborhood of TZ, u*(t) and dv*/dt are decreasing. 
But since U* is decreasing and A <O we have that du*/dt = 
k(1 -u*) + 24 IQ\ g(u*).f(u*) must be increasing and this is a contra- 
diction. If L’* is decreasing at t = T, then we must distinguish two cases: 
(a) V* has a relative minimum at a time T3 > T,. Then we must have 
v*(T,)>O, for if we had u*(T3)=0 then dv*(T,)/dt=k>O which is 
absurd. From the previous point it follows that i:*(t) > v( T,) > 0 for any 
t 3 T3. (b) t)*(t) is decreasing for any t 2 T, Then zl* has a positive limit 
as t tends to infinity. Let us assume by contradiction that this limit is zero. 
Choose a positive number E such that E < 1 and F/( 1 - E) <k. Then a time 
T, exists such that u( T4) <I: and g(c( T,)) < - f:/(E,d 1521 ,f’(u,$)). Therefore 
d~*(T~)ld~3~(l-~)+~~/RIf(u~)(-~i(~~/SZ/f'(u~))) 
=k(l -&)-CEO. 
Then U* must be increasing at T4 which is a contradiction. Therefore we 
have that in any case a time T* exists such that for any t 2 T*, 
v*(t)>6>0 and then g(u*(t))>g(d)>O. Formula (4.5) immediately 
follows. If 1. > 0 then v* is increasing at any time t such that r*(f) < 1 and 
then the assertion easily follows. i 
From Lemma 4.7 we have the following 
LEMMA 4.8. A time T exists such that u*(r) = O.for any t 3 T. 
Proof. From (4.4) we have 
u*(t) = [(u;)’ --p - (1 -p)# j-i g(u(s)) ds] :” -p’ (4.6) 
and then the desired result immediately follows from (4.5). 1 
If A. < 0 we can use the previous result to obtain a comparison between 
the solutions of ( 1 .l ) and (4.4). 
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THEOREM 4.9. If A ~0 and 0 <z+,(x) 6 1 .for any XE ST and 
U$ = min xec-2 40(x) > 0, uo* = 00 then 
U*(t) d u(x, t) 6 1, O,<u(t)Qu*(t) for (x, t)E.Qx(O, Go). 
Proof: (u*, 0), (1, u*) are pairs of 1.u.s. for (1.1). 1 
If T is as defined in Lemma 4.8, then from the previous theorem we have 
that U(X, t) > 0, for any t < T; that is, the dead-core D(t) is empty before T. 
If A > 0 no comparison seems to be possible between the solutions of 
(1.1) and (4.4). 
We conclude with a lower bound for the time r = inf{ t :D(t) # @>. 
THEOREM 4.10. If the assumptions of Theorem 4.9 hold and vO 6 1 then 
z+exp(-kz)/kB i/k+exp( -y)(u,*)“-p)/[(l -p)d]. 
Proof. Theorem 4.9 implies that z > T. From (4.6) we have that T is the 
solution of the equation 
s 
T 
g(v*(s))ds= (~;)(‘-~)/[(l -p)b]. (4.7) 
0 
Equation (4.4) implies that dv*/dt <k(l -u*) and therefore u*(t) 6 
[l -exp( -kt)]. Let us remark that g(v) <exp(y)u for any UE [O, 11. Then 
[Tg(u*(s))ds<[Tg([l-exp(-ks)J)ds 
0 0 
d exp(y) 1’ [I - exp( -ks)] ds 
0 
=exp(y)[T+(l/k)exp(-kT)-(l/k)]. 
From (4.7) we have exp(y)[T + (l/k) exp(-kT) - (l/k)] 2 
w)(‘-pml -PM1 and, since h(t) = t + exp( -kt)/k is increasing, the 
assertion follows. 1 
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